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About This Game

Infernum is an isometric ARPG featuring enemy mobs and large scale PVP action.

Up to 12-players fight each other in a high intensity deathmatch with different weapons and magical spells.
There are three different skills; Health, Strength and Magicka all of whom affect gameplay in their own way and can be

upgraded as you level up.
If a player is on a too high kill streak he can be cursed and swarmed by large enemy mobs.

Features

* Large scale PVP action
* Hardcore gameplay

* Various skills for player builds
* Large enemy mobs

* Leveling system

Planned features

* More magic spells
* More soundtracks
* Inventory system

* Optimization
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Title: Infernum
Genre: Action, Indie, Massively Multiplayer, RPG, Strategy, Early Access
Developer:
Carl Nebrin
Publisher:
Altope Interactive
Franchise:
Infernum
Release Date: Jul 2019

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows

Processor: Quad core, 3200 MHz

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: 4 GB, 1400 MHz

English,Russian,Simplified Chinese
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Localization into Russian and Simplified Chinese:
We added Russian and Simplified Chinese to the ingame languages. Store page will follow soon!

我们添加了简体中文

мы добавили русский. Update #1 - New Content, WhatsApp Sticker, Playdates:
Here we are after one week of Early Access. And we got quite a bunch of things to talk about. Christmas holidays are
around the corner, there is a thing called WhatsApp Stickers, we are confessing known issues of the current version to
you, we will add two new languages very soon and we want to play UpBreakers with you!

If you're wondering what we're doing since we released UpBreakers about 1 week ago: The very first thing that we did, of
course, was opening a bottle of bubbly - humble as we are  The initial buzz passed and we noticed that not many things
changed. There's still a bunch of stuff to be done until we can call this game truly finished! So, we sat down together and
brainstormed our next steps (the details of which we will devulge to you bit by bit). As a result, one of the first things we will be
doing next (and are already working on) is some christmasy content - YAY!

Christmas Content. New Map: Xmas Is Here! (1.0.0-3412365):

Dust the old conifer and hang up yer socks - Christmas is near! We're always saying how excited we are but today marks a new
high of excitement: We have finished our second map and it is out today for you to ransack!

Jacky, Jana, Thomas, Lukas and I have been working on this since we launched UpBreakers mid November and already had a
blast play-testing it with Geruhn and his band of streamers to iron out all the kinks and having a lot of fun doing it.

So, what can you expect:. Update #2 - Winter Is Coming:
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Yes I know, it's a shameless rip-off headline but it perfectly describes what we are working on right now. As we mentioned in
our previous update article from last week, we will release a new map!
As everyone around us is slowly getting into the Christmas spirit it feels like a perfect theme for our first content update.

This map keeps us pretty busy right now as Thomas is working on completing the map's layout, placing pickups, managing
interior design and, on top, is making the surrounding landscape look like a winter wonderland.
Our interns Jacky and Jana are creating all the nice assets we'll put into the map. Not only are they trying to stay sane navigating
through Blender and creating the geometry, they're working on the colorful textures, as well while drawing some nice artwork
for the Steam Store presence once we're putting the map live.
For you to be able to actually select the map ingame, Lukas is writing the neccessary lines of code-magic and me, I'm working
on the overall look and feel of the map thinking of ways to light and grade it to make it visually pleasing while trying to keep up
with all the wonderful people who are having fun with the game and streaming about it. We feel you should definetely check
them out and tell them we sent you :) We are so thrilled about all the fun you're having with UpBreakers and want to see more!

In the meantime, check out those videos of great folks really testing their friendships playing UpBreakers:

#RUDEL-Multistream[www.twitch.tv] (German), MAFF (Portugese, playing Offline Mode), BlackUFA (Russian), 
PZR_Stream (Russian)

. UpDate #3: Prison Map and DESTRUCTION!:
We might have teased our next map here and there. So far, we weren't quite at a point to show you pictures, yet. However, today
is the day - time for letting you guys and gals know about our progress!

TEASING SOME LAYOUT. It's alive!:
So this is happening. We are live... out there... for all the world to see. What a peculiar feeling! I guess this is a good time to
write something heavy with meaning... On the other hand, this really isn't our style so I will just type away :D

So here are just a few words to outline some of the things this release means for you and us:

First and foremost: This is an Early Access release! I know, those words sound so fancy and so very, very indie. But it is
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actually very straight forward: not done yet, incomplete, prone to errors - and we know that! Actually, this is pretty much the
whole point of this release: We are debutants and don't presume to have something that is polished and all dolled up yet. Our
humble wish is for you to have fun with the fruits of our labour and, best case, have some constructive criticism for us to built
upon.

There are many more things we have in store for this game and we will share all of this with you very soon. In fact, we want
to go even further and ask for your opinion on what features or content to focus on next! We have to figure out how we will
approach this, but you definetely can play a part in future game decisions! And you should be, since all of our effort primarily
goes into making something that entertains you!

Oh, and if you wanna chat, find us on our Discord channel[discord.gg]!
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